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Present Simple Tense Exercises
1. Ravi……………….. (go) for walk every day.
2. Reena always………………….. (speak) truth.
3. The sun…………………. (set) in the west.
4. The postmaster………………………….. (come) here twice daily.
5. Agra…………………… (stand) on the bank of the river.
6. The earth……………. (move) round the sun.
7. If he…………….. (work) hard, he will pass.
8. When he …………………. (come), I shall leave this seat for him.
9. The road……………… (lead) to the hospital.
10. I ……………… (go) to school.
11. Jack ………………. (play) the guitar.
12. They……………… (eat) lunch at 1:00.
13. She …………………….. (like) chocolate.
14. Jessica ……………. (cook) diner for her family.
15. My parents ………………… (live) in a small city.
16. Bad driving…………………….(cause) many accident.
17. …………..(do) sun…………… (revolve) the earth?
18. …………..(do) pigs……………..(like) milk?
19. The train …………… (leave) every morning at 8 AM.
20. Water………….. (boil) at 100ᵒC.

Answer
1. goes
2. speaks
3. sets
4. comes
5. stands
6. moves
7. works
8. comes
9. leads
10. go
11. plays
12. eat
13. likes
14. cooks
15. live
16. causes
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17. does, revolves
18. do, like
19. lives

Negative Simple Present Tense Exercises
1. My mother makes breakfast. ------------------------------------------------2. He writes a letter. -------------------------------------------------------------3. I speak American. -------------------------------------------------------------4. I love you. -----------------------------------------------------------------------5. You need to sleep. --------------------------------------------------------------6. They drink cold water.---------------------------------------------------------7. I eat the food.--------------------------------------------------------------------8. They read the book.-------------------------------------------------------------9. We know how to swim.--------------------------------------------------------10. You love me.---------------------------------------------------------------------

Answers
1. My mother does not make breakfast.
2. He does not write a letter.
3. I do not speak American.
4. I do not love you.
5. You do not need to sleep.
6. They do not drink cold water.
7. I do not eat the food.
8. They do not read the book.
9. We do not know how to swim.
10. You do not love me.

